(Source: Doug Barry – Denali)
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he First VTRs

T

When television first began, there was no way to record it. Live was
live. Eventually someone realized a recording for historical reference
would be nice, and they pointed a film camera at a monitor, creating a
kinescope. Videotape recorders, developed by a company owned in part
by Bing Crosby, were not far behind. They were huge and not very reliable, but they did the job. Today, computer hard drives provide the firepower for what has become known as storage.

BT (Before Tape)
Engineering Video Recording

In 1952 serious attempts were made at recording video onto magnetic tape. The main problem video has over audio when recording is not
only the much higher frequencies involved, but
also the span or bandwidth of frequencies involved. Whereas audio spanned 10 octaves,
video spanned almost 20. It was difficult to develop magnetic record/playback heads that
could work well across that range of frequencies. The high frequencies also required very
high magnetic head-to-tape speeds, pushing 40
meters/sec. Early on, the BBC with their Vision
Electronic Recording Apparatus (VERA), and
Bing Crosby Enterprises each tried to cross these
hurdles by designing recorders that moved tape by conventional linear record heads at extremely high speeds (100 inches/sec, 16 minutes per reel). In 1953 RCA developed an even faster consumer of
tape, 360 inches/sec (with 4 minutes per reel). Ampex took a radically different approach, one that still is the fundamental method for
video recording on tape. Instead of laying the information along the
length of the tape, like an audio recorder, they would lay it across the
tape in a continual series of strips.

Figure 5.2 To get tape speed down to reasonable speeds, they de-

Chapter 5

cided not to record video
as a linear strip down the
tape, but as a series of
strips across the width of
the tape, using a rotating
head. Head-to-tape speed
remained high, but tape
only had to be pulled past
the rotating head at 15
inches/sec. The photo
here, out of an Ampex
manual, shows the video
“tracks,” along with the
audio and control track.
The control track controlled the speed of
the tape on playback so that the rotating
heads passed down the center of each video
track. Modulating the baseband video onto
an FM carrier solved the bandwidth problems. Peak white video was only twice as
high as the lowest value, which was sync.
All the other values of gray in between were
within these two frequencies. The bandwidth went from nearly 20 to only two.
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Servo Systems and VTRs
VTRs have at least three servo systems. A
servo is circuitry that controls something
via feedback from the thing controlled. The
things controlled in a VTR are the rotation of the video head, the capstan for pulling tape (both of these not only for speed,
but phase also) and the reels to maintain
proper tape tension. Even with their large
size, these early machines couldn’t initially
record or play back in color, and they
couldn’t be locked or synchronized to the
“house” (the facility). This meant that the
machine couldn’t be dissolved to or from,
or keyed over. At the time the VR-1000 was
introduced, those types of things weren’t
done much anyway.
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The First Generation

To put VTRs onto a truck was not a simple matter. Depending on options they could weigh as much as 2000 lbs. They didn’t like rapid changes
in temperatures. If a VTR was in record in the middle of winter and someone opened the door of the truck, the resulting blast of cold air could very
well cause one or more of the machine’s servos to come unlocked. The
confidence recording features common on most machines today didn’t
appear until the 1970s. On these early VTRs, commonly referred to as
quads because the rotating video head actually consisted of four separate
heads, there was no way of knowing if the recording was successful until
playback. These heads had to make very solid contact with the tape. The
tip of the rotating heads actually pushed into and slightly deformed the
tape. These heads slowly ground themselves down and scrapped off the
oxide of the tape over successive passes (for playback or recording).
Sometimes a piece of oxide from the tape would get lodged on the head
and clog it. If this happened during record, the recording was lost. If it
happened during playback, the tape had to be stopped and the head
cleaned. Actually, what commonly happened, though few would admit it,
was an alcohol- or freon-soaked cloth would be momentarily pushed
against the rotating head to try and eliminate the clog without stopping
the machine. Some would even use their fingernail in such an attempt.
The danger in this was that one of the rotating heads might break, or rip
up their finger. To get a quad head rebuilt cost many thousands of dollars.
Even with the unreliability of these VTRs, it would be well into the ’70s
before trucks could carry more than a couple.

Figure 5.3 When Ampex introduced their VR-1000 to CBS executives at the
NAB convention in 1956, near pandemonium broke out. Unbeknownst to the
CBS crowd was the fact that they were recorded as they entered a
demonstration area. Upon playback of the material, they were astonished at the
quality — marginal by today’s standards but unparalleled at that time. Ampex
couldn’t build them fast enough. Here, the Ampex design team poses around
the Emmy their efforts won, which is sitting on the tape transport section of the
VR-1000. (Ray Dolby, founder of Dolby Labs, is fourth from the left.) The
compressors and pumps seen in the exposed underbelly were needed to
control and move the two-inch videotape used. A one-hour reel weighed close
to 20 pounds. The photo on the right shows the tape transport with its “monitor
bridge” sitting next to the two-rack electronics cabinet. Essentially, one of the
racks housed the video and audio processing circuitry, while the other housed
the servo circuits.
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Figure 5.5 Second-generation VR-1100 from Ampex. Use of transistors made
this machine compact for its time. The entire system was in this footprint. Plus,
this machine could lock vertically to the house. That meant that although it still
couldn’t be dissolved to, it could be switched to/from with no “roll” in the video. It
could also accept the Editec option (Figure 5.6). One other available option –
“low-band” color (see Black-and-white vs. Color Recording).

The Solid-state Second Generation

Black-and-white vs. Color Recording

As mentioned earlier, to solve the bandwidth issue FM was used, with frequency deviation toward the high side
representing high video levels, and frequency deviation toward the low side representing video low lights and sync.
When color recording was introduced the deviation values had to change, as the color subcarrier and the FM
deviation values would beat together otherwise, causing a moiré pattern in the video. It was decided to increase the
deviation values. The problem was that the VR-1100 didn’t have the bandwidth for these high values, which came to
be known as “high-band.” So, for this machine to record in color, deviation values lower than the ones used for
monochrome were used, which was known as low-band. This produced video of slightly less quality but enabled the
machine to record in color. The saying at the time was “low-band is better than no-band.”

Figure 5.6 At first tape was physically spliced up and reassembled like film. And just like film, the frame boundaries had to be found
to make the cut. With film you could see where one frame ended and the next began. With videotape you had to use a special solution
or magnetic powder that showed magnetic hysteresis changes on the tape. A trained eye could then identify where the television
frame boundaries were. The steps to make a physical tape splice are shown on the left. The right photos are of the first two
generations of electronic tape editor. Both were mounted inside the front lower part of the videotape recorder. This meant all editing
was done only in front of the machine. The first generation was totally punch and pray. In other words, you manually put the machine
into record at the point of the desired edit, and prayed that everything went right with the talent, crew and machine. The secondgeneration editor had preview capability. These systems let you assemble or insert edits.
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Assemble and Insert Editing
VTRs lay down a control track along the
edge of the tape to tell the machine playing back the tape how fast to pull tape by
the rotating video heads and how to phase
the rotation so that the video heads traveled down the center of the track and not
in between tracks, known as mis-tracking.
In assemble editing, the VTR erases and
lays down new control track when edit
record is entered. Insert editing is when the
VTR uses the existing control track already
on tape and just records new video or audio on the tape. Assemble editing is used
when new material is to be added, or appended onto the end of a recording on tape
and the rest of the tape is blank. Insert editing is used where new video or audio is to
be “inserted” in between existing shots.
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Figure 5.8 These are photos of RCA’s competition to the VR-2000, the TR-70.
As can be seen, like the Ampex model, the electronics below the TR-70’s tape
deck are readily accessible. Unlike Ampex, RCA built a special frame for the
electronics. Also unlike the Ampex approach, where you could add accessories
along the way, going up from a bare-bones recorder, the high-end RCA VTR
came with most of the bells and whistles as an integral part of the system.

As we have seen in this section, VTRs underwent a size, weight and
stability evolution, just as cameras did. As we will see in the next section,
VTRs soon became common on trucks, but we will also see that the videodisk has threatened the VTR’s existence for over 35 years.

Figure 5.7 Here is a thirdgeneration “high-band” recorder in
an ABC tape truck. (Source: Bill
Freiberger)

Figure 5.9 The right photo is another shot of the VR-2000 showing all its
subsystems exposed. The machine essentially had three half-height racks
below the tape transport to house the electronics. The frame in the top center
rack handled video recording and playback. The two frames below it were for
servos. The left rack held what would be known as a time base corrector (TBC)
today. The video playback heads, being mechanical in nature and under servo
control, were always dithering (speeding up or slowing down) around the
desired speed. Because of this, video being played back was varying in time,
with an incorrect time base — hence the need for the time base corrector. The
right rack housed power supplies. One reason the electronics are so accessible
is that they needed adjustment often. This machine could be exactly locked to
the house (known as “intersync”) so that it could be dissolved to or keyed over,
and be a part of other effects. Up until this time, a VTR on a truck was mainly
there to record. Now a VTR in playback could be treated like any other source
because it was locked to the other sources available.

Figure 5.10 Once again, Ampex performed some radical innovation and
engineering, and developed the first hard disk video server. In 1965 they fieldtested a disk recorder on a CBS football telecast. In 1967, Ampex introduced the
HS-100. Analog video, not digital video data like today, was laid down in
concentric tracks. Each track stored one frame of video. The disk rotated at 1800
rpm and had 30 seconds of record capability. Above is the complete system. The
bottom two “cases” are the electronics. The top case housed the disk drive. The
controller to the left is not radically different than ones used today.

he Instant Replay
Arrives

T

The First Disk Recorder

Although VTRs became increasingly stable, and thus reliable, and they
were integrated more tightly into the truck, they continued to do basically the same thing: Record and play back in real time. In the early ’80s,
when a few Ampex AVR-2s quads could still be found on trucks, newly
minted production people would look askance at the engineer who insisted that the machine couldn’t produce a still picture. But the first few
generations of VTRs, namely the two-inch quad VTR, could only play at
real time and then only after a few seconds of going through the process
of “locking up.” Locking up was the process of getting the massive twoinch reels of tape up to the right speed and then getting the rotating video
heads to trace down the center of the video tracks.

By the early ’60s there was experimental use of these massive machines
to give the sports viewer another look at an interesting play. The quad
would be put into record before the play started and record the action,
and then be stopped and put into rewind. Most quads had no shuttle speed
control: it was flat out or nothing. If small reels of tape were used, the in
point of the recording would often be overshot. If large reels were used
rewind started very slowly and the time to get back to the in point was too
long. So operators would often rewind the tape back to the in point and a
couple of seconds more by hand. This made for very tired arms at the end
of the game. By this time, VTRs had a “ready” mode in which the video
heads were always spinning. This saved time on lockup but was hard on
the heads. This provided for replays in real time only. How instant this
process was, was open for debate.

With the introduction of the disk recorder (see Figure 5.10), variable
speed or motion was obtained by how often the disk heads moved from
one track to the next during playback. If the heads stayed on a track for
only one revolution before moving to the next, video was played back at
full speed. If the heads stayed on a track for two revolutions before jumping to the next rack, then playback was at half speed; three revolutions
between jumps was one-third speed, etc. If the heads stayed over the
same track continuously then motion was stopped. Any playback speed
could be selected with the controller. Another first with the HR-100 was
that video could be played in reverse. By the late ’60s slow-motion replay had arrived. These devices are often referred to as “slo-mos” in the
industry. This remained the only way to do slow motion until the mid
1970s, when the VTR took back this initial disk foothold into video recording. But it took a brand-new tape format to do it.
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Helical VTRs Take Back the Replay and
Dominate
Figure 5.11 These new VTRs used one-inch tape and were much smaller than
what had come before. The Ampex VPR-2 shown here is only missing a TBC and
some monitoring to be a complete system. The VPR-2, along with the BVH-1000
from Sony, represented the first Type C VTR. Type A was a Japanese tape format
that used one-inch tape. Type B was a European segmented format, like quads
that used one-inch tape and a very small helical head, which required five tracks
to be recorded per field of video. The Type C was a compromise between Ampex
and Sony, as each had one-inch VTRs under development with similar formats.
The Type C VTR could be used as a slo-mo operated much like the HR-100, with
one major advancement. Instead of 30 seconds of record capability, an hour tape
could be used. Now every play could be kept if desired and a highlight reel built
afterward. The VPR-2 was even designed to work with the HR-100 controller. As
often as not though, replay operators using VPR-2s would manually turn the
takeup reel by hand (the reel with arrows on it to the left) as many claimed it
provided better control than the controller. Many tape operators even showed up
with their own takeup reels, with knobs mounted on them.

The Time Base Corrector
The TBC was another item that made VTRs manageable on the
road. All broadcast VTRs need one. VTRs are electromechanical
devices. They don’t play video out at a constant rate. A VTR without
a TBC would output video that would be slightly, and constantly, out
of time with reference video, either slightly ahead or slightly behind.
VTRs couldn’t be used with other sources in effects. No color monitor could display the correct color either, as chroma timing is a couple
of magnitudes tighter than monochrome timing. You might wonder
how your home VCR provides stable color without having a TBC in
it. The home VCR separates the color signal and uses a double heterodyning process to make the color stable while letting the monochrome continue to bounce around in time. The “fuzziness” of your
VCR in great part is the monochrome jitter mixed with stable color.

Engineering the “One-Inch” VTR

Figure 5.12 This format was called helical wrap because now the
tape was physically wrapped around the heads (scanning drum, or
simply the scanner, as it was known). VTRs using this type of tape

path first appeared in the early ’60s. Variants of this wrap are still
used by the VTRs currently in production today. Some well-known
formats get their name from how the wrap looks from above around

The TBC takes video that is varying in time, converts it to digital if
needed, stores it in memory and then reads it out at a stable rate
locked in time to the house reference (which is converted from digital video back to analog if required). Today, on digital trucks those
analog to digital to analog steps don’t need to be performed.

The TBC was introduced in the early ’70s. Memory was expensive,
so early TBCs could only cope with time base errors of about a line. As
technology brought the price, and the size of memory, down the correction window got larger. When it got to be a video frame in size, the
TBC was able to wear a new hat — that of the frame store. Computer
technology eventually taught the frame store new tricks, and it morphed
into the digital video effects device. The TBC was the first “digital
island” in an analog sea in mobile and fixed television facilities.

the scanner. The M2 format looked like a cursive M. The wrap shown
here looks like the Greek symbol “Omega,” hence this wrap’s name.
The helical wrap allowed VTRs to do something similar to what the
HR-100 did – lay a whole video field (not a frame like the HR-100)
as one continuous track diagonally across the tape. This diagonal,
or slant track, was long enough to lay a whole field down each pass
across the tape. The two-inch quad only laid 17 horizontal lines down
per pass. The slant track was the first step to VTRs doing slow motion. It was a required attribute, but not a sufficient one by itself. A
couple more technologies need to be perfected first.
Figure 5.13 The
first was precision
computer-controlled milling.
This base casting
is from a Sony
BVH-2000 Type C
one-inch VTR.
Long wraps meant
that tolerances must be much closer than before. Anything that made
the tape path vary from one machine to other would make interchange (the ability to make a recording on one machine and play it
back on another) more difficult. Many early helical VTRs couldn’t

Figure 5.15 At left is RCA’s last model quad
on a truck in the early 1970s, the TR-600.
Ampex brought one more version out in the
mid-70s. This VTR found its way onto a
number of trucks, large and small. Its
architecture was such that the tape
transport could be separated from the rest
of the electronics. This meant that this quad
could actually be put on a table. Far right:
the AVR-2.

always play back recordings from other VTRs of the same line.

Figure 5.14 The problem with playing tapes at speeds different from
the speed they were recorded at is one of geometry. When a tape is
played slower than the speed at which the video track was laid down,

the head takes a different trajectory across the tape, as the photo at
left indicates. The head won’t “track” down the recorded track correctly. A method was needed to make the head flex to follow the new
track angle. (Source: Sony)

Both Ampex and Sony came up with solutions to this problem. Sony
called their solution Dynamic Tracking. Ampex called theirs Automatic Scan Tracking. These were based on heads built out of piezoelectric wafers. The heads could be made to flex up or down based

Quads Leave the Scene

on voltages applied to them. These voltages
weren’t low; they were often over 500V. In
this manner, the head could be deflected
to follow a track that required changing
trajectories as tape speed was changed.

This added a fourth servo to the VTR. The
head was made to flex based on how much
RF (recorded information) it received off
tape. The day of the VTR “slo-mo” was now
at hand.
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Figure 5.16 It’s
interesting to note that
the first portable VTRs
were quads. At left is the
Ampex VR-3000. It could
be strapped to a back
but had an additional
electronics pack that
also had to be carried.
The RCA TRT-10 on the
right had no illusions
about being carried
about by humans, but it
was small enough to
make the portable
production cart a reality.

Figure 5.17 Evolution of tape machines on a network truck through the late ’70s and into the ’80s. The left photo shows a ’70s the
truck that had an Ampex HS-100 “slo-mo” at the rear of the truck, two AVR-2s up front and an early ¾-inch Umatic VTR that was
normally used only for “air checks.” The center photo shows the frame of a one-inch machine next to the disk “slo-mo” unit. The right
photo shows the same truck in the ’80s with Type C VTRs, Ampex VPR-2s in this case. Not only were Type C VTRs taking over, but
the total number of VTRs onboard was increasing. (Source: A.F. Associates)
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Figure 5.18 Two mainstay one-inch VTRs that were used throughout the ’80s
and into the ’90s: Sony’s BVH-2000 onboard a CBS truck (left), and Ampex
VPR-2s on the right, with their “slo-mo” controllers sitting on the desk in an ABC
truck. TBCs for these machines were generally separate boxes, such as can be
seen below each BVH-2000 and slightly protruding from the racks. The tops of
the TBCs for the VPR-2s are peaking out behind the countertop and directly
below the VTR. (Source: A.F. Associates)

Here we’ve seen the VTR push disk-based recording back off trucks,
but in the next section disk-based recording will make a big comeback.
Also, in this section we have seen how advances in technology begat
additional tape formats, a trend that accelerates in the next section.

Figure 5.19 Sony and Ampex, along with Nagra,
offered portable one-inch VTRs. From the mid-70s
on there were ¾-inch Umatic portables, but the
quality was far from what the one-inch format
could provide. (Source: Tim Stoffel)

Figure 5.20 As the 1980s came to a close, the oneinch VTR was being nudged out of the way by ½inch tape formats. ABC pioneered the migration to
the Sony Betacam format. (Source: A.F. Associates)
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Figure 5.21 A mainstay on trucks today is the
Sony DVW-A500 Digital Betacam. The “A” in the
designation means that this digital VTR can play
back analog Betacam tapes, even though the two
formats are physically quite different. It’s able to
do this through DT head and TBC magic. The
Digital Betacam uses a mild 2:1 JPEG
compression. It records 10-bit component video
and 20-bit AES audio sampled at 48KHz. The bit
rate onto tape is 127.8Mb/s. The evolution from
tape to server now taking place in the tape
compartments of most production trucks is also
happening inside the VTR. Sony introduced the
hybrid VTR with their SX series. A hybrid VTR is a
VTR with an internal disk drive. This would allow
one VTR to edit or assemble raw footage onto its
internal disk drive by itself, without using a second
VTR.
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I
t’s Called Storage
Today
Tape’s Going Away, Just
Not Yet

Figure 5.24 Right: Today’s tape
compartments are usually a
combination of analog and
digital VTRs, along with an
ever-increasing tally of video
servers. A couple of operators
often control two or even four
VTRs in record and replay
playback. A replay producer,
whose shoulder we are looking
over in the bottom right photo,
often coordinates replays.
Some productions require so
much replay capability that an
entire trailer is devoted to
VTRs, as is the case with the
truck at lower left, which is
used for ABC’s Monday Night
Football. It is shown here at the
Indianapolis 500.

Figure 5.22 This HD truck’s tape compartment includes Sony HDCam highdefinition VTRs, with a standard-definition Sony DVW-A500 in the center. The
HDCam subsamples video at 3:1:1 at eight bits, so as not to have to compress the
resulting data as much. The data rate onto tape is 140Mb/s. (Source: Tim Stoffel)
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Common wisdom in television’s technical
circles is that videotape, and the contraptions
that play those tapes, are on their way out.
Some people in the mid-90s predicted a
tapeless world by now. Problem is, storage
on tape is still cheaper than storage on disk,
although that gap is narrowing. The other
good thing about tape is that, short of a fire,
it’s hard to lose your whole tape library. If all
your video is on disk storage, though, and
something happens to that storage, well….
And that has happened. To safeguard disk
storage, usually a number of disks are ganged
together, and on each disk a fraction of the
total video and audio data is stored in such a
way that if a disk fails, the system can use the
rest of the data to fill in the part that was lost. These groups of disks are
known as redundant arrays of independent disks, or RAID.
The RAID is connected to a specialized computer known
as a video server. As we will see, if the risks are managed
correctly, the video server can be a much more powerful
device than a number of VTRs combined.
The strange thing about the demise of videotape is this:
We had one tape format at first, then a few in the ’60s, ’70s
and ’80s, and today there are more than a dozen different
tape formats. A large part of the reason for all the formats is
that almost all formats today are digital. That means that
audio and video are recorded onto tape as data. As we have
mentioned before, digital data requires lots of bandwidth,
and compression is used to limit that bandwidth to make reasonably priced VTRs ($20,000 to $60,000 is considered “reasonable” for broadcast). Different manufacturers have differing philosophies on video and audio compression and what
size tape is best, hence all the formats.
Cameras, and especially VTRs, have seen a reversal in
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Figure 5.25 A couple of related video servers. The
left one is from a recent offering from the Grass
Valley Group, the right one is an earlier member of
the family when Grass Valley and Tektronix were
related corporately. The exposed top on the older
version reveals the eight disk drives at the front
that make up its RAID. RAIDs can be internal to
the server, or located in a separate rack-mounted
assembly (used especially when storage
requirements are large). The boards behind the
RAID are a specialized computer running on
Windows NT that controls the electronics that
actually process audio and video.
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technology flow. It used to be that the RCAs, Sonys, and Panasonics
would develop technology for their high-end product offerings, such as
the ones for broadcast, and that technology would trickle down into consumer gear. Now the opposite is becoming the norm. Many of the professional VTRs today are based on tape sizes developed for the consumer.
The most well-known is the consumer Beta tape format that lost out to
VHS. The Beta tape morphed into the high-end Sony Betacam VTR family. VHS did the same thing, becoming Panasonic’s MII. The tape and
some of the tape transport technology is the same, but the electronics are
definitely high-end as compared to consumer gear.
As with other kinds of equipment, the truck industry has settled on a few
VTR formats. Over the years these have migrated from analog Ampex
and Sony Type C one-inch VTRs in the early 1980s, to Sony Betacam in
the late ’80s through the ’90s. Many still abound today: Sony Digital
Betacams and Betacam SX, a few HDCams, and some Panasonic D5s.

The Video Server

Since video servers are, at their core, computers, you would expect them
to use computer LANs as a part of their bag of tricks, and they do. Multiple
replay servers can be connected together over these LANs, which allow
clips recorded on one server to be shared with other servers. For instance,
a server that is charged with building a game highlight reel can gather clips
from all the servers in the truck over the LAN. Another big advantage of
the server is that, unlike tape, which require you to forward or rewind the
tape to get to a desired spot (linear operation), servers allow you to go to
anywhere in their storage almost instantly. Since you can jump around to
different scenes or clips without having to pass through what was recorded
in between, server operation is referred to as nonlinear.

Super “Slo-Mo”

The demand for increasingly interesting replays has actually initiated a couple of developments in the camera domain. One is a camera
that captures more frames per second than normal cameras. The argument can be made that high definition is not just more information,
or pixels, per frame of video. In some cases, presenting more pictures
a second can provide a better view of some activities. Television standards around the world generally have frame rates based on the local
power frequency because in television’s infancy, when electronic technology was also much less advanced than today, a television receiver
would be much more reliable if it received a signal that was in sync
with power. In North America the power frequency is 60Hz and in
much of Europe it’s 50Hz, so these two areas of the world have 60 and
50 television field rates. That means that the television receiver or
monitor scans 60 or 50 times vertically every second. Again, because
of technological and bandwidth limitations set early on, only half the
horizontal lines making up the picture were sent with each vertical
scan. The rest of the picture’s horizontal lines were sent the next field.
One field had all the odd lines, and the next field laid the even lines in

Video Server Operation, by James Stellpflug

Figure 5.26 Controller
for multichannel server.
One operator can control
many channels of video
and audio.

Let’s start with a football
game, using a six-channel
EVS LSM (Live Slow Motion), which uses a 4CAM
system to record four cameras into the server. The
system has two outputs for
air channels. Each input
is fed from a discrete
router crosspoint, and
each crosspoint has a
dedicated router head.
During pre-production,
the operator loads dozens of clips containing promos, sound bites,
animation material and all the elements that allow the LSM to create
a diverse range of pieces for use in the live production.

between the odd. This is known as interlace scanning. The bottom line
is that it takes two fields to send one complete television frame. So the
frame rate is only half 60, or 30 frames per second (Europe is 50 divided by 2, or 25).
This means that the swing of a bat or a golf club can only be broken
down into 30 snapshots per second in a fast-action replay. The super
“slo-mo” camera, pioneered by Sony, output video at 90 frames a
second. Originally it had a VTR that recorded at the same 90-frame
rate. Now the camera often feeds a server that records at the same
high frame rate. Concurrently the camera outputs a standard 30-frame
signal, so that it can be used live also. On playback the temporal
resolution, or amount of new information presented over a given time,
is greater. The only drawback from an operational standpoint is that
the fastest the replay can be played back is at 1/3 speed, as that is
equal to the normal video frame rate, and since camera and recorder
are operating at higher frequencies heat buildup is greater.

Once game action begins, the operator changes his style of use to that
of both a replay operator and a highlight producer. Since the LSM has
four continuous recording inputs, the operator must be continuously
aware of what he is ingesting to the hard drives. In addition, the operator has to manage the use of the output channels for efficient coordination of the elements required during the show, such as cueing a promo
for the producer to use one minute, and the next minute creating a clip
for use later. All the while, trained to see what the overall storylines of
the game are, the operator works to tell the story with playlists. Throughout the game, the operator has been creating clips of great plays, reactions and key points that tell the story. With the press of a few buttons,
he gathers these clips into a playlist and begins the live editing process.
These tasks are not completely different than those an editor would
perform in an edit suite, but due to the nature of live sports, the game
continues to evolve, as do the playlists. An operator may revise a playlist
several times before it hits air only seconds after the most recent change.
In baseball for example, an LSM operator will create clips for each
pitch thrown by a pitcher. This enables the operator to instantly create
a “pitch-sequence” in a playlist. The playlist is simply a chain of clips
that plays back with transitions. The LSM allows the operator to edit
the list live while it is playing back. This “live” editing is what allows

the operator to create dynamic highlights that seem to follow the descriptions of the live announcers almost perfectly.

The system also handles high-speed action. In the world of replays, you are normally restricted to slow motion of a 30fps
recording, which often looks jerky and is
missing critical information. This is due
to the frame rate of NTSC television. But,
if you speed up the rate at which a camera
records an image, you have a high-speed
recording that plays back as “Super-Slow
Motion.” Instead of seeing three frames of
a tennis ball hitting the line, the viewer
would see nine frames — more detail!
These high-speed cameras were traditionally used with a dedicated tape machine
recording a specific format, and like the
traditional tape machine, were limited to
either recording or playback at any given
instant. But again, servers can take the
Super-Motion to another level. Allowing
instant access and continuous recording,
the Super-LSM systems make high-speed
cameras very beneficial.

Figure 5.28 Replays are currently used by the NFL in
reviewing plays disputed by coaches or replay
officials during the last two minutes of each half. The
NFL has its own server system that takes live action
and replays from the production trucks. Four people
in a booth operate the NFL review system, which is
generally on the press box level. One person with an
officiating background is the only one in contact with
the referee on the field. This person will let the field
crew know when there is a coach’s challenge, which
is indicated by a buzzer system that each coach has.
This same person will, in the last two minutes of each
half, decide when to initiate a officials review, and
decide what replay views are looked at by the referee
in all reviews. The referee has 90 seconds from the
time he dons the headsets to make a ruling. Another
person will initiate record of live action and replays
coming from the truck. Another operates the slowmotion playback under direction of the person talking
to the referee. A fourth person will continually
announce to the other three the status of activity
between plays, so they know when the players are in
the hurdle, at the line and when the next play has
commenced. This means that the time for any further
review of the previous play is over.

Figure 5.27 The
GUI that a server operator uses to manage
clips that have been
saved and will be used
later, either separately
or as part of a highlight package.

How about car racing? In the traditional world of tapebased replays, an operator has two options: recording or playing back. This is limiting because, as everyone knows, in racing anything can happen at any minute
and sometimes many things happen at any given minute. This is where
the server comes in. Using an LSM system, the replay operator never
stops recording! This means action is never missed, and the operator
can access action instantly from the hard drives.
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From instant replay to instant virtual reality, and from discrete sources
to one composite omnidirectional source, all because someone way back
when thought it would be nice to get a second look at the action.

Figure 5.29 Eyevision is an extremely interesting
twist, literally, on the instant replay. This is a system of
30 or more cameras spaced 80 feet apart that have a
270-degree view of the action. One of the cameras is
designated the master camera. Through a computer
and robotic system developed through the joint efforts
of CBS and Carnegie Mellon, that is now being refined
with additional partners Core Digital Technologies and
Princeton Video Imaging, all the cameras are made to
have the same lens focal length and centered on the
same action as the main camera via robotic pan/tilt
control. The only difference is that each camera has its
own unique angle of view. All cameras are recorded on
a separate VTR, or channel of a server, and then
played back in concert. At an interesting point in the
replay, action can be stopped and the output of the
camera closest to the current on-air camera’s playback
can be selected, then the next closest, etc. in
sequence. This gives the illusion of swinging around
from one view to another. Kind of like a Skycam move,
only after the fact. Eyevision’s ability to step around
from camera playback to camera playback to change
viewing angles might only be the start. With 3-D
geometric mapping of what all the cameras see from
their various angles, some heavy video processing
might enable a couple of virtual reality features to fall
out. One would be to “erase” players in the scene that
have no bearing on the play.
The second item would be to
use the collected picture of 3-D
space from all the camera
angles to create angles of view
that don’t physically exist, such
as the view from the backfield
in football, or the viewpoint of
the pitcher in baseball.

